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Dedicated to the restoration and use of 

American made motorcycles manufactured 

before 1967. 
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Secretary:                Glen McAdam 
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Property Officer:   Jim Merkouris 
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PO Box 184, Tuart Hill, WA 6939 

 

 

 

                                      President’sPresident’sPresident’sPresident’s                                                    

                                                            ReportReportReportReport    
 

G’day Members, 

This report is coming to you from Tumby Bay on the Eyre 

Peninsula SA. which is another great spot in this big 

country of ours. Yes I am still away travelling around 

doing nothing that involves work and getting better at it 

day by day. My travelling partner reckons I have 

perfected it (doing nothing). The only bad thing about all 

this is that I am missing out on some good EAMC rides.  

 

It is great to see that some of your committee members 

are seeking re-election. This does not mean that any 

member cannot nominate for one of these positions 

and/or any of the vacant positions. Please nominate 

yourself or any member (ask the person first) if you or 

they are interested.  

 

Interesting times are ahead with relation to Code 404. 

The CMC definitely needs to look at the classification 

rules for eligibility. If people cannot use substitute parts 

because they cannot get original parts or use for example 

a different motor, then a lot of machines will be left to rot 

in sheds (hidden not ridden or driven).  

 

Parts are not and will not get easier to find and the truth 

is that to get machines on the road there needs to be 

more flexibility within carefully considered parameters. 

At the recent AMCA meet in Bulli, Don Dzurick (AMCA 

chief) said “If your bike is not correct, ride and enjoy it 

just don’t put it in for AMCA judging”. He also went on to 

say things about if this is not allowed to happen then 

things will get hidden. What needs to be pursued, is that 

overall the vehicle is in keeping with the times in which it 

was produced and used. Also safety could be another 

consideration. If a person decided to put a disc brake or 

brakes on their bike, with the rest of the bike left basically 

as it was produced, should this be allowed? 

 

Let’s be very clear here. I am not talking about chopper 

type motorcycles or custom built hotrod cars. These 

types of vehicle are not what Code 404 is intended for. 

This is a can of worms. Everyone’s opinion needs to be 

listened to and considered. Hopefully we get sensible 

outcomes, with consideration for all of us interested in 

the preservation and use of older motorcycles and other 

vehicles. 

 

Stay healthy, happy and safe (I am too busy to do all 

three). 

 

Hami 

M 0417 918 162 

Email: ghamieamc106@gmail.com 

 

Membership fees are due. $35. 

See opposite column for details. 
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                                                                                                Committee Committee Committee Committee     

                                                                                                    Meeting Meeting Meeting Meeting     

                                                                                                    MinutesMinutesMinutesMinutes    
Meeting held on 10 October 2017    
Venue: Mike’s place 

Meeting opened 7.20pm. 

Attendees: Mike, Rob, Glen, Jeremy, Chris, Tim. 

Apologies: Greg, Barry, Brian,  Lyndon. 

 

Minutes of previous meeting: Minutes of September 

meeting read. Moved Jeremy, Seconded Tim. Passed. 

 

Business arising from the minutes.  

•  Tim has organised a substitute ride for 22 October. 

Details already advised to members.  

• AGM is at the Rose and Crown Guildford. Details 

already sent to members. 

 

Correspondence In:  

•Albany Historic M/c club magazine. 

•CMC notification of a breach of Code 404. 

•Invoice $65.78 for website domain. 

 

Correspondence out:  

•Magazines posted to Neville and Ivor and Mark 

•CMC Code 404 emailed to members 

• Notice of AGM, financial statement, 2016 AGM 

minutes emailed to members. 

Moved Mike, seconded Barry that the correspondence 

be received. Passed. 

 

Business arising from the correspondence:  

•Glen to attend CMC meeting 15 October. 

 

Treasurer’s Report:     

•$1594.83 CR.  

•$65.78 invoice received this meeting. 

•Membership fees due by end of December. 

Moved Chris Seconded Tim that the Treasurer’s report 

be received. Passed. 

 

Business arising from the Treasurer’s report: Nil 

 

Safety Officer’s Report: Nil. 

 

Ride Coordinator’s Report:  

• See Saddle Up and Calendar. 

• The Collie weekender was very successful with good 

rides to Mumballup and viewing the Historic 

Motorcycle Championships. Thanks are extended to 

Lyndon and family. 

• Thanks go to Tim for organising the Southern Ride. 

•  General discussion about a wheat belt ride. Possible 

loop ride concluding at Bolgart for an overnighter. 

 

 

 

General Business 

• General discussion about Code 404 violation. 

Uncertainty regarding any modification to vehicle 

making it ineligible for concession. Glen to attend CMC 

meeting about this and report back. 

• Rob has had discussions with David Jardine West Coast 

Low Riders Club. David has suggested that CMC needs 

to expand the classifications/rules for eligibility to take 

into account vehicles being restored with alternate 

parts if original parts are unprocurable. 

• AGM. At Rose and Crown 9.30 am. Membership 

already informed of details. 

Meeting closed at 7.35pm. 

Next meeting; AGM 5 November.  Rose and Crown 

9.30am. 

All club members are welcome to attend Committee 

Meetings. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Southern Ride - 22 October.  

• Meet at BP Albany Hwy Kelmscott 0830 for 0845 

start. 

• Ride to Jarrahdale for coffee stop via Canning Dam 

approx. 55kms. (Approx. 15 kms on Albany Hwy). 

• Continue to Dwellingup for coffee via North & 

South Dandalup Dams approx. 65 kms. Fuel 

available at Dwellingup. 

• Continue to Mundijong pub via Pinjarra for lunch 

approx. 70kms.  Fuel available at Mundijong 

TBA.  Option for King Road Brewery Mundijong for 

lunch.   

• Depart for home for south of river riders if 

suits.  Note the return back to Kelmscott approx. 

25km. 

• November- Possible wheat belt town overnighter. 

Details TBA 

Wayne Walton Ride - Sunday 12 November. Wayne has 

plotted a route commencing from his place at Singleton 

through Baldivis, Mundijong, Jarrahdale, Serpentine Dam 

to the Ravenswood Tavern.  

Please advise him asap if you are attending. 

0408953717 waywal@iprimus.com.au 
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                                 Club  

                               Calendar 
 

 

• 22 October – Tim’s Southern Ride. See above Saddle 

Up. 

• 5 November – AGM at Rose and Crown 9.30am 

• November- Possible wheat belt town overnighter. 

Details TBA. 

• 12 November - Wayne Walton Ride. 

 

Other Events (optional)         

N/A 

             

 

 
 
 

    404 LICENSING PROVISIONS   

 To All Member Clubs – breach of Code 404 licencing 

conditions   

  

It is with some concern that the Council of Motoring Clubs 

of Western Australia (Inc) received advice from the 

Department of Transport that some clubs are signing off 

the form CMC 1 - Certification of Financial Membership, 

stating that a vehicle is not modified when this is not the 

case.  The Department's Manager of Vehicle Operations 

named two Clubs "that approved a modified vehicle to be 

licensed with a 404 concession code". The letter from the 

Department went to the extent of specifically stating the 

Code's requirement, viz:   

 

• The vehicle owner/s is a financial member of 

Department of Transport (DoT) approved historic 

motoring club or association, formed to restoring 

and/or collecting vehicles of all makes and models, 

 • The vehicle has been assessed by a qualified and 

authorised officer of a DoT approved historic motoring 

club or association; and  

• The vehicle has not been modified and meets original 

factory specifications   

 

These clubs have been contacted and rectification of the 

matter undertaken. It is extremely worrying that Clubs, 

for whatever reason, are not applying stringent controls 

over the processes of arranging concessional licencing for 

their members. It is obvious from the contact we have 

received from the Department that it is aware of who is 

licencing what and how. The incidents raised could be 

considered by some to be minor but that is irrelevant as 

they were in contravention of the requirements of Code 

404.   

 

The licencing arrangement we have here is one of the 

most flexible in Australia. A lot of work has been done 

since the 1960s to establish this arrangement and, as a 

movement, we cannot afford to have it taken away or 

restricted. It is imperative that clubs stress to their 

members the need to follow the conditions to the letter 

and make sure that each step of the procedures is 

followed. In particular, vehicles need to be carefully 

inspected before an authorised officer signs certifying 

that the vehicle is not modified. Your cooperation is 

requested in bringing this to the attention of your 

members and ensuring that the requirements for 

licencing a vehicle in accordance with Concession Code 

404 are strictly followed by all concerned.   

  

Yours in motoring   

Geoff Moor CMC President  

26th September 2017 

 

  

                                                    V.M.C.C. TT  

                          Run 
 

Hi folks 

 

Just back (an hour ago) from the VMCC TT 2017 and as 

we usual had a fine time. 

The run started at the Midland Railway Workshops, near 

the Machinery Restoration Society building (I didn’t even 

know those guys had a venue). This shed is impressive 

with old MTT buses, old engines (steam, petrol, diesel 

and heavy fuel) even an old Vespa. It was great stuff to 

see. Loved it. 

Jimmy (the Greek) and I met Tanya and Bruce at the 

Caltex at the bottom of the hill at about 7.15am and 

cruised to the start point at the railway workshops for a 

coffee and bacon sambo. The venue was open at 7.30 ish 

which was perfect. We did rally paperwork which I think 

was part of a time trial thing, but being EAMC we don’t 

care about competitions as long as we can pass a heap of 

English bikes we are happy.  

The rally actually kicked off at about 8.30 ish and headed 

for York. We weaved around the back of Swan View for a 

bit and then out onto the highway for a straight run to 

York. I took Old Blue, my go to 1944 Chief, which is just 

made for long highway hauls. She loves it. Bruce was on 

his trusty 47 Chief, Jimarko on the ever impressive black 

46 Chief and Tanya on her very much loved 1941 Scout 

bobber Little Red.  

So with no slow bikes with us we bombed along at a mind 

altering 55 miles an hour. Did we pass any English 

machines? Actually I think we were a long way out the 
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front by the time we crested Greenmount Hill (or Greek-

mount if you talk to Jim). Don’t panic folks-we were doing 

the speed limit. It’s just that lots of early English machines 

don’t like hills and our old tarts didn’t even notice. 

Below is a pic of the Jimmy the Greek on Saturday night, 

getting mentally prepared for the Sunday rally.  

 

We made York by 10ish and sat down for a coffee and 

cake (scrumptious), and waited for the rest of the crew 

to arrive. Then by about 11ish we made a start for 

Northam. A little confusion, some colourful words 

directed at the route sheet writer and one wrong turn 

later, we back tracked a few km and found the correct 

road and tried again. About 5km down the road we 

passed a group of guys riding British (we must be on the 

right road), gave them a wave, and roared past again. 

Love it. 

     
                  Waiting for coffee at York 

 

 

 

Left to right Bruce’s 47Chief, Little Red (741), old blue and 

a twin port Rudge. 

About three quarters of an hour towards Northam we 

had more confusion and swearing at the route sheet, 

then another stop for a leg stretch. After that we hit the 

highway back to Bakers Hill for a five minute stop and 

then we motored home.  

Great weather, nice green scenery, good company and an 

Indian Chief to ride. Doesn’t get better than that really. 

 Regards 

Wayne Elezovich. Member #2 
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                           Veteran                                          

              Motorcycle rally  

             in South Australia 
 

Day 1 – Leaving Home 

It had been twelve months since Hamish rang to ask it if 

I’d be interested in going to the South Australian veteran 

motorcycle rally. I thought about it for about two seconds 

and said “Yeah. I’ll be with you”. Over the past twelve 

months there had been quite a few phone calls from 

Hamish saying things like “I’ve organized this and that, 

paid rally entry fees and you owe some money and don’t 

forget Boom-Boom”. Two of my early Indians that I’d be 

taking have been at the Indian-Victory Dealership in Perth 

for the past twelve months. Not that I’m a show off, but 

the Indian shop had asked me some time ago if I’d bring 

my three 1918 Indians in for the opening of their new WA 

flagship store. Well, that's enough about me.  

 

Hamish rang and said “We’ve got a week to go. I’ve got 

everything packed and I’ll be at your place on Sunday 

afternoon to load your bikes and all your gear. We’ll then 

go back to Bunbury and load my bike and all the stuff we’ll 

need for the trip”. For Hamish this was his first veteran 

bike rally, plus the first time he'd taken the 1913 Indian 

1000cc twin out of the state.  

 

After everything was loaded, Hamish said that it was time 

for a home brew or two. These days the amount of beer I 

drink wouldn't get a fly drunk, so I said to Hamish that I’d 

be going to roll my swag out and hit the fart sack. Five 

thirty came suddenly with Hamish yelling “Come on 

Boom-Boom. It's time for us to head for Adelaide. I’ll 

make a coffee”.  

 

Hamish was all excited like a school boy going on a school 

camp.  Following breakfast, we headed off, with some 

good sixties music playing, out towards Collie then out to 

Merredin on the Great Eastern Hwy. We had lots of 

conversations about my younger days growing up around 

the Merredin area. We called in to Merredin and I 

brought a few bits and pieces for meals.  

 

For our first night we planned to camp between 

Norseman and Balladonia. The sign Parkers Range 

appeared about half way and we looked for an area to 

pull off for the night. Hamish said “I’m a bushie. I’ll show 

you how to cook camp tucker”. My job was to get a fire 

cracking, then just sit back and watch this bushie cook on 

a gas stove. We had a few Coronas and tea was smelling 

good. “Boom-Boom, grab a plate and hook into this good 

tucker”. I will say that Hamish sure knows how to cook. 

After a big day, it was time to roll out the swag and hit the 

hay. Before I knew it, Hamish called out “Graeme it's time 

to get up, the billy is boiling”. A good cup of tea with a 

sprig of salt bush added to the billy and a couple of pieces 

of toast were our breakfast.  Then it was time to head for 

South Australia. 

,

 
 

Day 2 - Across Australia 

Hamish called out, “Come on Graeme, that's your third 

cup of tea. Drink up. We’re on our way”. It was about 

three degrees as we set off for Madura.  

 

Before leaving Perth, Hamish’s friend Steve Turner had 

made a list of places we had to call in and see on our 

journey to S.A. Madura was on the list of places to visit 

and check out. I was sitting there listening to Hamish 

telling me his life story and the time had flown by when 

suddenly the sign saying “Madura 10kms” was in front of 

us. I said to Hamish “Let's take a few photos from the top 

of Madura pass, before heading though Madura and 

down to the original Madura service station and hotel”. 

 

What a site. As we drove in, to our right was a mob of 

filthy red kangaroos bounding alongside and taking their 

turn in jumping in front of us and tangling their way 

through a very rusty five plane wire fence. After the 

kangaroos got out of the way, an old rusty gate appeared. 

Hamish looked over at me and with the Hamish grin on 

his face said that the guy who sits in the passenger seat 

always opens the gate. That was me. In the distance, we 

could see the remains of the original Madura site. Should 

we go in I wonder? Hamish looked over at me and said 

“Heck yeah. Let’s take a look at this”. In front of us were 

the remains of the original service station and about fifty 

old very rusty cars and trucks. As we pulled up Hamish 

went one way and I headed in the opposite direction. I 

tripped over a very bent con rod made out of whatever.   
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Here is Hamish posing behind just one of the many rusty 

wrecks – this one being a 1940s Chev ute. 

 

 
This little beauty is more my style. A 1960s split window 

VW Kombi. In the back ground is a 1954 Vanguard. 

 

Hamish was taking the last few photos before leaving 

Madura and I was just taking a look around when I looked 

down and saw a two metre king brown curled up under a 

salt bush about a metre away from me. I called out to 

Hamish to come and have a look at the little beauty. 

Hamish took a few shots of the two metre king brown, 

and said “Let's get out of here. We’ve got a lot of 

kilometres in front of us”. Driving out I had to close the 

gate. We made our way on to the bitumen and drove off 

towards Koonalda homestead. This is an old fuel station 

on the original Eyre Highway about 60 kms to the west of 

the Nullarbor roadhouse. 

 

As we got just close to Nullarbor roadhouse, Hamish said 

to keep an eye out for the Koonalda homestead sign. It 

was my job to check the road map for the turn off. We 

turned up a very well used limestone road. There was 

about 20kms of this road in front us. Hamish had done his 

best to dodge the roughest of it. It didn’t take long and 

we could see the Koonalda homestead. What a sight. As 

we pulled up, in front of us were the remains of about 

100 vehicles. The old buildings looked in excellent 

condition though. Hamish pulled the old Nissan up 

alongside the original homestead and with our camera 

turned on we walked up to the old homestead.  

Hamish walked around the old veranda taking a few 

photos. We just stopped and admired the way the 

building had been built all those years ago from railway 

sleepers. Not just part of the old house was constructed 

of railway sleepers but the whole house was made from 

railway sleepers as well as the outside fences around the 

homestead.  

 

The wind was blowing a freezing cold gale and Hamish 

suggested that we go inside and have a look around. As I 

opened the front door it creaked and groaned. No one 

had been inside for some time. The old lino on the floor 

was covered with a thick covering of red dust and it felt 

as though someone was following me around. Hamish 

said that it would be a good place to camp for the night. I 

replied that I didn't care how cold that wind was blowing 

but I was not sleeping in the house. It was too creepy for 

me. It was ironic. We were down near the back room and 

a voice called out “Who's in here?” I looked around and 

there were two weird looking guys that had just walked 

in to have a look around like we had been doing. I said to 

Hamish “Let's get out of here before something gets us!” 

We headed over to a junk yard of old cars and trucks that 

had broken down over the years. Most of them were 

from the 50and 60s era. It was good to see it but how sad 

that they were just rotting away.  

 

 
 

After taking many photos, we walked over to another old 

two roomed house which had also been built out of 

railway sleepers. I said to Hamish, “This is where we stay 

tonight. Let's get the camp oven out because it's your 

turn to cook tea”.  

 

When we had stopped at Merredin to see an old mate of 

mine, I brought a few things so I could cook a stew on the 

second night. With the freezing cold wind blowing and 

Hamish’s fancy cooker roaring, it was time to throw all 

the ingredients in the camp oven for the best stew that 

Hamish had ever had. With the stew organized it was 

time to knock up a damper.  Hamish was trying to put his 

two bobs worth in telling me how to cook a damper. 

Later, Hamish actually did say said that it was the best 

stew and damper he had ever had. With tea out of the 

way and the fire place burning nicely, it was time to roll 

out the swags. Before we knew it, the sun was coming up 
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so it was time to roll up the swags and head for Cowel, 

South Australia. 

 

 
 

Day 3. Heading to Cowel 

After a quick look around to make sure we had got 

everything packed, we hit the road for Cowel. It didn't 

take long to retrace our steps and we were on the 

bitumen heading for Cowel on Spencer Gulf. Hamish’s 

wife’s uncle Rex lives at Cowel. Hamish hasn’t seen them 

for some time. It didn’t seem to take long before we were 

pulling into Cowel, but actually we had driven right across 

the Eyre Peninsula. 

  

After a chat with Rex, he rang an old mate, Dennis, who 

knew where an old Indian had been sitting on a farm not 

that far from Cowel. Rex told Dennis that Hamish had just 

arrived from the West with three very early Indians on 

board and that we were heading for the Barossa Valley 

for a rally. He asked whether there was any chance that 

we could catch up with the guy who had the old Indian 

he’d known about for some years. It's a bit ironic again. 

Denis had been trying to ring this guy with the Indian for 

some time but hadn’t had any luck getting hold of him, 

until today. The guy said that he would love to meet us 

and see our old Indians. Hamish looked over at me and 

said “This sounds good. What do you think the old Indian 

is, Chief or a Scout?” I took a punt and said that I reckoned 

it was a Chief. With Rex leading the way, we grabbed a 

few beers and headed out to link up with Dennis. It didn't 

take long to arrive at the farm where the Indian had been 

sitting for many years. As we pull up alongside an array of 

broken down sheds and overgrown vehicles, an old guy 

wandered out from the only half decent shed.  

 

Dennis got out of the car and walked over to him. He 

introduced us and we opened the trailer so he could see 

our Indians. The old guy just stood there in amazement 

and said that the Indians were excellent. He said “Now let 

me show you my Indian”. As we walk around to where 

the Indian had been sitting for however long, we walk 

past a very early Lance Bull Dog tractor with a swarm of 

bees coming out of the spark plug hole. You don’t see that 

every day. 

The old dude pulled the covers from the Indian and there 

before us was an absolutely complete and original 1924 

Scout. We just stood in amazement and what’s more, 

about two metres away was a 1929 J. Model Harley laying 

half buried in bird shit! I asked him what was going to 

happen to the old Harley. He replied that he was going to 

do it up one day as he stood there with one foot in the 

grave and the other on a banana skin. The old dude told 

us that his dad had brought the Indian brand new back in 

1924.  Alongside the old bikes were two complete very 

early V.W beetles getting covered in bird shit along with 

everything else in the 60 by 40 shed. After looking at 

several other different sheds we thanked the old dude for 

allowing us to see his one hundred year old collection. It 

was excellent to see but it was sad to see it all just rotting 

away and that's the way it will stay.  

 

We drove back to Hamish’s uncle’s place for a quick 

shower and then headed down to the local pub for a 

meal. We stayed another day with Rex eating freshly 

caught oysters and meeting Hamish’s rellies, before 

heading off to Angaston near Nuriootpa in the Barossa 

valley where we would be staying with Hamish’s brother 

for six days. 

 

Day 1 of the Rally 

Sunday morning the 22nd was the first day of the 2017 

National Veteran Rally. The first day was just a short run 

which started about 1pm. After a good morning cup of 

coffee, we unload the bikes and wiped a good film of 

Nullarbor dust from the old Indians. Trent, Hamish's 

brother, stood and stared at the Indians, and said that he 

had never seen bikes in such excellent condition. With 

fuel and oil topped up we cranked both twins. Trent was 

really impressed. We moved the three Indians onto the 

lawn for a few photos. We pushed my 1918 Indian Single 

into Trent’s shed. I brought it over as a spare just in case 

one of the twins played up.  

 

Hamish spent a bit of time cleaning his 1913 Indian, then 

it was time to load the Indians back onto the trailer and 

head down to the Nuriootpa Caravan Park where the rally 

would start every day. On the drive over, Hamish had a 

very excited look on his face as it was his first big rally with 

my 1913 Indian twin.  

 

As we pull up Hamish looked around to see one of the 

biggest line up of veteran bikes he's ever seen. “This is 

incredible,” he said. We pulled into an area where we 

could unload the bikes. With the bikes unloaded it was 

time to log on and be presented with our rally packs. 

Peter, one of the main rally organisers, was glad to see 

me. Peter was the main organiser of the 60th Year of the 

Vintage and Veteran motorcycling in South Australia rally 

held 12months before. Sunday was to be a short run of 

30kms just as a meet and greet run. Before we knew it we 

were lining up with another 145 beautifully restored 

veteran motorcycles. Organiser Peter gave a speech 

welcoming everyone to South Australia and the 2017 

veteran rally. What a sight-what a line-up! Some of the 

best veteran motorcycles in Australia.  
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This was what we’d waited twelve months for. We 

cranked the old Indians up and waited for the bulk of the 

early belt drivers to head off. Hamish and I headed off in 

one of the biggest line ups of veteran motorcycles since 

this annual event was originally started back in 1997 

twenty years ago. The first 15kms to the rest point didn’t 

take long. One of the best things about this rally was that 

all turns had a marshal on the corners. Wayne, an Indian 

owner and dedicated rider, came over for a chat and to 

check out our Indians. I meet Wayne on the 2014 

Adelaide to Darwin veteran bike rally where Wayne was 

riding a 1916 Indian Power Plus. It was excellent to catch 

up with him. He’d brought another six Indian riders with 

him.  

 

We had a pleasant ride back to the Nuriootpa Caravan 

Park where Hamish and I loaded our bikes back into our 

trailer. A welcoming B.B.Q meal had been organised for 

all riders and partners. To our amazement we were told 

that 27 bikes and families had made it across the 

Nullarbor. Hamish was enjoying himself catching up with 

old mates and getting to know and array of Indian riders. 

We had had a full first day so we headed back to Hamish’s 

brother’s place where I saw the Geelong Cats beat the 

Sydney Swans. Boom Boom.  It had been a good start for 

the rally,  

 

Day 2 of the Rally 

With our Indians all polished up looking like new pennies, 

we headed into Nuriootpa where we line up with another 

excellent collection of Indians-thirteen in total.  This was 

exceptional so we took many photos.  

 
 

Peter, the organiser, called everyone together for the 

day’s briefing. After the briefing we strolled to our bikes 

past enthralled spectators. Hamish’s 1913 started on the 

second kick as did my 1918 Power Plus. As per yesterday, 

we let the bulk of the bikes leave before we engaged the 

clutches on the Indians and moved off to the applause of 

the crowd.  Yesterday Hamish found his Indian sat nicely 

at a bit over 50 km/h. My Indian likes to sit on about 58 

km/h. After a few kilometres I overtook Hamish as we 

rode past fields of bright yellow canola and grape vines. 

Day two was only a short run as well. Following our dinner 

break, we donned our helmets and headed for Nuriootpa. 

Another very pleasant day’s riding was had. We had a few 

stubbies of neck oil (beer) and checked over the bikes and 

loaded them back in the trailer ready for Day Three. At 

Trent’s place we relaxed with Hamish's family and had a 

bite to eat, and then it was off to bed. 

 

Day 3 of the Rally 

Day Three was another good day for riding. Hamish rode 

with the Queenslanders. After having a bit of dinner 

Hamish and I noticed the Queenslanders coming back 

from the pub. We sarcastically say to them “Thanks for 

inviting us for a drink boys.” They had a laugh. “Sorry. It 

won’t happen again.” Hamish and I slipped away for a 

quite beer. On our return, Peter, the organiser, informed 

us of a narrow miss one of the participants had had and 

asked all riders to take extra care. The bikes were heading 

off, so soon it was our turn to crank the old Indians and 

head back to Nuriootpa. 
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A 1916 Indian Single from Queensland 

 

 
Andrew Repton on his veteran Yale. 

 

Day 4 of the Rally 

Our bikes were fueled and ready for another day’s ride. 

Before leaving for Adelaide I’d obtained a piece of snake 

wood and made it into a walking stick. I thought this 

would be a nice piece to donate to the SA Veteran Club. 

With the bikes unloaded and ready for the days ride, I 

took the snake wood walking stick over to Peter to 

donate to their club. Pete was amazed at the piece of 

snake wood, the colours and the shape. “This truly is a 

piece of art.” He said. I told Pete that he was to decide 

how he wanted to give the piece away on presentation 

night. Pete called everyone to attention for the day’s ride 

briefing enforcing the need for safety. 

 

 I walked over to our bikes and by this time Hamish was 

donning his leather jacket and headed off before me.  It 

didn't take long to catch Hamish. With a nod I passed 

Hamish and headed to our smoko break. I pulled up and 

walked in to have a cup of tea and as always there was 

plenty of cake, biscuits and scones. I walk out to look for 

Hamish but there was no Hamish. Wayne on the 1916 

Indian Power Plus came over and told me that Hamish 

had broken down. He had problems with the front valve 

gear and Hamish’s brother was going to pick him up. 

After lunch I continued on the return course for 

Nuriootpa. Hamish was there to pick me up and tell me 

the story of how the front inlet valve gear had broken off 

from the top of the cylinder head. This meant that it was 

time to crank up the 1918 single Indian. I had brought the 

single with us as a spare in case something went wrong 

with either of the twins. Before we left Hamish was a little 

concerned about an unwanted noise in the cam case. This 

was the last thing Hamish thought would go wrong. When 

Hamish told me back at his place of the unwanted noise, 

I told him that if the ‘13 plays up he could have my 1918 

twin and I’d take the 1918 single. Before I left I made sure 

the old single was running well. The single hadn’t done 

any rallies since I’d taken it to England for the trip around 

England and to the Isle of Man. Returning to Trent’s, we 

pushed Hamish's 1913 into the shed and rolled out the 

single. I took the single for a run around Anguston to 

make sure the old girl was running the way it always had. 

We loaded the two 1918 Indians into the trailer ready for 

Day 5. 

 
There were thirteen Indians on the rally. This is just a few 

of them lining up for the day’s run. Out of the thirteen 

Indians, Hamish’s Indian was the oldest with the majority 

being 1916 to 1918. 

 

Day 5 –of the Rally 

Hamish and I line the two 1918 Indians up and as all the 

Indians roll up we got them to all line up together so we 

could take a good photo of all the Indians together. What 

a beautiful line-up of some of the best veteran Indians in 

Australia taken with some of the biggest cameras I have 

seen. Pete the organiser called us to attention for the 

day’s ride. Time to depart.  I said to Hamish that I’d crank 

the twin for him. I turned the petrol on and with one kick 

the old girl fired up. Not blowing my own trumpet, but 

the two 1918s looked excellent. As always we let the bulk 

of the bikes leave, Hamish looked over and said “Let's do 

it”. 

  

This is the first time I've ridden the single since I’d taken 

her to England some seven years ago. As always the old 

girl rolled easily down the road with Hamish sitting 

behind me getting used to the 1918 twin. After a few kms, 

I waved Hamish on as the single was happy sitting on 50 

km/h, whereas the twin is happy at 58 km/h. After about 

40 kms we pulled into Kapunda Football Club rooms for a 

morning tea break. As always, the local ladies had put on 

an excellent array of cakes and plenty of refreshing tea 

and coffee. Hamish and I wander back to where the 1918s 

and the Indians from Queensland were parked. 

 

We were just standing there having a chat and about 10m 

away from us was another 1918 twin. We were watching 

the owner of this bike and his son climb on to the bike 

ready to move off when it all went pear shaped. I could 

see him trying to get going on the hand clutch when the 

bike jerked and, with large son sitting on the back, the 

bike reared up and threw his son off. At this point the bike 

went sideways, with the rider hanging off the side of it. It 

headed straight towards Hamish and me at full noise... 

full throttle. It all happens so quickly. I was in the line of 

fire and quickly stepped aside. In seconds the bike 

crashed into my 18 single. Hamish was standing in 

between the single and the twin. He grabbed the single 
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to stop it from knocking the twin over. I was standing 

inches from this bike which was all sideways up against 

my single. The shocked rider picked himself up and his 

son ran over to see if he was alright. The guy was most 

upset and kept saying that he was so sorry for what had 

happened. We picked the Indian up and dragged it back 

out of the way. Luckily the Indian had crashed into the 

back axle area of the single. The damage to the single was 

a bent rear stand. We stood the single up and 

straightened the back stand by pushing the old girl 

sideways. By this time all bikes were getting ready to 

head off on the next section of the day’s ride. We had a 

quick chat with all the stunned onlookers, many of whom 

said that they couldn't believe there hadn’t been more 

damage done to my old single. Hamish and I couldn't 

believe it either.  There was no damage-not even a 

scratch. A little shaken but relieved, we cranked up the 

old girls and headed off.  I said to Hamish, “I told you I run 

on luck!”... boom boom. Apart from this little hiccup, Day 

5 was a good run 

 

Day 6 - Rally 

This was our last day of the 2017 SA veteran rally. Hamish 

was feeling at home on the 1918 twin and the 1918 single 

hadn’t missed a beat. Today was to be the longest ride of 

the rally. As I've said before, this had been another 

excellently organised rally: the route, the meal breaks 

and the people we had meet new and old added to the 

pleasure. The only real incident of bad luck was when a 

Harley sidecar over turned on Day 5 and badly injured the 

sidecar passenger.  

 

 
 

 
 

           
Here are some photos of us stopping at Collinsville 

homestead for a short break and another piece of non-

fattening cake, washed down by a real cup of tea from an 

old fashioned tea pot.  

 

Again, today we had had a very pleasant ride through 

interesting scenery and it was a short ride back to 

Nuriootpa Caravan Park. Hamish was waiting at our car 

and trailer with a couple of beers to end what had been 

one of best rallies I've attended. It was also the biggest 

and best veteran rally that Hamish has ever been too. We 

loaded our bikes back into the trailer for the long haul 

home-back to the West.... boom boom. That night was 

our rally dinner and presentation windup which was most 

enjoyable. 
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Hamish insisted we camp out every night while on the 

road back. He had been talking up how good he is at 

cooking camp tucker and not to be out-cooked by a 

townie... Boom-boom. Boom-boom... 

Regards 

Graham.                     
                                             

                                        Q&A 24Q&A 24Q&A 24Q&A 24    

    Brake Shudder and Brake Shudder and Brake Shudder and Brake Shudder and 

Misbehaving U modelMisbehaving U modelMisbehaving U modelMisbehaving U model    
 

 

Hello folks  

 

This is the Q&A section with ramblings from our resident 

dumb arse mechanic. All answers given are just the 

uneducated opinion of a semi-literate wog and should be 

taken on board at your discretion. 

 

 

Q: Ola Wog 

When I use the front brake on my WLA it shudders. The 

shoes have been relined and I just had the drum 

skimmed. I rebuilt the wheels at the same time, so 

powder coated the rims and hubs and used new stainless 

spokes, repacked the bearings and put in new seals. So 

from what I can see the damn thing should be perfect. 

One of the guys recons the linings are crap but the brake 

guys say it’s the best stuff they can get. Hit me with some 

of that wog wisdom. What do you think? 

 

A: Well it sounds like you’ve done all the right things. The 

newer type asbestos free linings usually don’t shudder - 

if anything they may squeal a bit because of the lack of 

asbestos but that’s it. Shuddering comes from the drum. 

It may have been badly machined or most likely it’s 

distorted. When a WLA or 741 wheel is relaced it must 

have the drum skimmed. The drum is the mounting for 

half of the spokes so when the wheel is trued and the 

spokes tightened the drum is pulled out of round. 

 

Unfortunately the only cure is to remove the offending 

wheel, strip off the tyre and skim the drum again. You will 

need a machine shop for this and one with a huge lathe 

because the rim has to stay laced on the hub and that 

means the lathe will need at least a 9 inch centre (huge). 

 

Q: My Harley U misbehaves occasionally – it’s very 

naughty.  During the last run I attended she started first 

kick at home and ran great. Then when we pulled up at 

the first stop it stalled and wouldn’t start. I let it sit for a 

while and then she started again but ran a bit rough. Then 

when we got going it ran ok again. Any thoughts?  

 

A: Sounds like the old girl didn’t like the destination. Were 

there any British bikes at the stop? 

 

On a more serious note it could be either fuel or spark or 

possibly battery by the symptoms. I would need a bit 

more info to be conclusive. Hiccups like this are usually 

the bike’s way of saying I need a tune. So start by checking 

the battery electrolyte level and clean and set the points 

gap. If the plugs and condenser have been in for a while 

then change them as well. Old Harleys are a bit hard on 

plugs particularly if they are not tuned to perfection 

(wasted spark issue). 

Check the fuel float level and make sure the float is 

central in the bowl and not hanging up touching the sides. 

After this little birthday, start and run the bike at speed 

and check the charge rate, a clamp meter (amps) is best 

for this, as long as you have about 2 amps output it should 

be all good. Anything more than 6 amps will be boiling 

your battery dry. So if your battery was dry and the 

output is showing high, then take the bike to someone 

generator savvy to have the output adjusted. 

 

Sorry I couldn’t be a bit more conclusive but if you do the 

tune I’ve just outlined you should be fine. 

 

If you would like advice on any maintenance or club 

related issue, feel free to drop me a line or call the wog 

(See the front of the mag for contact details). 

 

Keep the maintenance up, the rubber side down and ride 

safely. 

 

Regards  

 

Wayne Elezovich  D.A.M. (Dumb Arse Mechanic) 

 

New Cloth Club Badges $7.              
                  Contact Jeremy 
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Get your Club Gear here.  
If you’re after some new gear or just want to update your 

worn out stuff, this is the place to look.  We currently 

have limited stock of all items so don’t delay. Grab it while 

the stock lasts.  Here’s what we have at present: 

 

   
 

 

     

T-Shirts  

- white, red, black or a few navy 

$25 each 

Polo shirt 

- Navy only 

$25 each 

Golf Shirts 

-  Red or black  

$35 each 

Caps (wear with peak at front or back) 

- Red or Navy 

$20 each 

Cloth Badges (of the club logo) 

 

$7 each 

 

Contact Jeremy on 0438929341 and order yours now. 

                              For Sale 

Sena SMH10 Dual Bluetooth head set and intercom worth 

approx. $500.00 looking for around $400.00 New, still in 

box never been used.  Contact Barry  0402969588     

   

                  For Sale  
1960 FLHF Duo Glide 

Ground up resto. 

Andrews J cam, 1 ½ belt primary, solid lifters with 

adjustable pushrods. 

Non-original parts are: 12volt cyclelectric generator, 5 

gallon tanks and Delcron engine cases. 

Great bike, rides very well and starts first time every time. 

Asking 30k 

Ring Wayne 0438977741 

 

 
 

 
 

Vapour Blasting 
 
Bring your engine and gear box parts back to life. Brings 

Aluminium parts the look the way it came out of the 

factory. Give me a call for a chat and quote. 

Cheers Shaun 0417 837 75 
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Premier Truck Painters 
PH:  08 9295 0155 

M:  0433 026 035 

20 MORILLA ROAD MUNDARING WA 6073 

ABN:  90 662 595 565 

 

Our main focus at work is trucks. That’s our everyday 

bread and butter. But we love painting bikes. There is no 

job too big or too small. 

 

Below are some links to our web page and face book 

page. 

 

Regards 

John Naismith 

https://www.premiertruckpainters.com.au/ 

 

https://www.facebook.com/premiertruckpain

ter/ 
                  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


